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in the government of the commonwealth as a
whole.
Before a commonwealth had moved very far on
the lines here rapidly sketched the danger of world
wars would have become a thing of the past. Human
society would have recovered at least the degree of
stability reached in the nineteenth century, that tran-
sitory interval in which one national commonwealth
was strong enough to control and police the mari-
time routes of the world. The world will never again
see such control of the air as well as the sea by one
national commonwealth. It may go through the
terrible experience of seeing for a time such control
exercised by a military despotism. But control by a
despotism can have no permanence. The world will
never again know the degree of stability it felt from
1815 to 1914 till some international commonwealth
controls the main avenues through which the con-
tinents of the world have commerce with each other.
It is needless to develop this theme further. If a
commonwealth such as I have here imagined had
come into being, its gradual extension to include all
the peoples of the world would be merely a question
of time. Its influence would greatly accelerate the
process whereby the peoples of Asia and Africa are
learning to grasp and apply the principle of the com-
monwealth to their own institutions.
All this, of course, seems very remote; but it brings
me back to the point with which I opened this
chapter. We are now overshadowed by a sense of
impending calamities which, if they befell, might
plunge us back into centuries darker than those that
followed the fall of ancient civilisation in Europe. I
believe that these dangers are inherent in a world
united by mechanisation, but divided into sovereign
states, and can only begin to abate when men have
learned to pass from the national to the international
commonwealth. The most careful analysis I can make

